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Comment
They say be careful what you wish for. Sometimes people get
exactly what they wished for, are delighted and maybe get a bit
of a bonus.
A few politicians wished for Brexit. Easy to identify them; they are Boris
Johnson and his cabinet.They got what they wished for and it couldn't
have been timed better.The news channels are stuffed with reports on
Covid and its new virulent strains offset by the government's success in
setting up an inoculation programme to protect us all.Well, some of us
so far, let's see how it works out.
So we can assume that Brexit is going swimmingly. Empty supermarket shelves in Northern Ireland are way down
the news. (That problem is caused by Covid says Liz Truss the arch trade deal negotiator, so it must be true.) On
that subject whatever happened to the trade deal she was negotiating with the USA? That seems to have dropped
off of the agenda too. So far the US is still refusing to remove tariffs from Scotch whisky and smoked salmon let
alone welcome us with open arms.
Then there is the whole Percy Pigs fiasco. Sold in the Republic of Ireland by Marks and Spencer where they are a
very popular confectionery, they are actually made in Germany, so M&S has to import and package them. Before the
Boris-Brexit-Deal this wasn't a problem. However whilst importing Percies is tariff free sending them back is not.
Apparently if you process something you have imported you can export it to the EU tariff free but packaging doesn't
count. So here is an EU state paying a tariff on a product that was manufactured in the same country.
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Comment

The fish story has of, course made the news agenda from time to time.
Scottish sea food fishermen blockading Westminster because they are having
to dump their catches.And Scottish trawler men landing in Denmark rather
than bringing their fish home. But what about the trawlers stuck in Grimsby?
I think that there are two of them.They used to fish in Scandinavian waters
and supply about 12% of the fish we buy in fish and chip shops, but nobody
thought to do a deal with Denmark so there they sit. Only about 140 jobs
so nothing for the government to worry about! It is reported that amid the
ministerial ineptitude, Rees-Mogg told an empty house of commons that the
fish are “British and Happier”.
And in the end it is the consumers who will pay-up or go without. A
number of EU companies have already stopped supplying the UK and people
ordering from companies that do are getting hit with additional bills – some
of which seem quite disproportionate. In some instances customers are just
refusing to accept the goods.The government's response is that this revenue
will be worth £300m a year to the treasury. So, we the people will have to
pay for the Brexiters' fancies.
Or maybe they are just trying to cut off all trade with the EU. I know that
makes no sense but nothing about leaving a huge trading block on our
doorstep ever did.There was at one stage a threat to cut off Profinder's .eu
domains, by good fortune one of us has a Spanish address so we were able
to re-register. And yet our domain provider offers us addresses such as .co
(Columbia) .ru (speaks for itself) and many other nationalities; don't forget
.com is actually the USA. And while there is pork rotting in Rotterdam and
fresh produce rotting on its way to Northern Irish supermarkets, it seems,
British officials are advising companies to set up 'hubs' in the EU to avoid the
mess.
The Brexit project was never going to end with us leaving, even with a deal
in place. The ultimate decline of the UK into a low wage, low tax and
unregulated economy will take years. It was always going to be slow attrition
rather than big bang.
Chancellor Risky now has a bit of a problem.At the beginning of the Covid
lockdown he was chucking money around like a sailor on shore leave. He has
to get that all back without interrupting the project or inconveniencing his
rich friends. Having just scored with Brexit, Johnson, Reece-Mogg et al will
not be impressed if they have to start paying up along with the rest of us. So
it will be interesting to see how he confines getting his money back from just
the recently furloughed.
The other part of the project, the low wage part, will mean getting rid of
some of the employment protections we signed up to as part of the EU.
Keep an eye on the Working Time Directive which limits the working week
to 48 hours.That already seems to be on the way out and I am sure that we
will be told that workers 'prefer the flexibility' of being able to work longer
hours – without being paid overtime that is. Also watch businesses like
British Gas which has already started down the fire and re-hire route with
its engineers.
But never mind all of that, the important thing is that Big-man Boris 'got
Brexit done'!
Unknowingly Dostoevsky summed up the Brexit project nicely when he
wrote:
“There is one case and only one when a man may deliberately and
consciously desire something that is downright harmful, even stupid, even
extremely stupid, and that is: to have the right to desire what is even
extremely stupid and not be duty bound to desire only what is intelligent.”
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NEW
RANGE

Ultimate Performance
For Every Environment
The new MasterLine 8 range of windows and doors

MasterLine 8 is a unique windows and doors system that combines
countless design possibilities with its first class performance.
This system gives you a wide
design range, to perfectly fit any
architectural style, while at the
same time offering the ultimate
performance regarding thermal
insulation, air and water tightness.

This new generation of innovative
window and door solutions mirrors
the current architectural trend
towards maximising daylight while
offering ultimate insulation levels.
MasterLine 8 panel doors even come
with passive house certification.

For technical specifications please visit: www.reynaers.co.uk/products/masterline-8
To discover more information on Reynaers, please visit: www.reynaers.co.uk
Email: reynaersltd@reynaers.com or call us on +44 (0)121 421 1999

Image courtesy of Nevzat Sayin, photographer: Gurkan Akay.

NEWS

FIT Show 21

Making
their mark
T

he Department for Business, Energy
and
Industrial
Strategy
has
appointed BSI an approved body for
UKCA marking.This new mark replaces
the CE mark and is required for placing
relevant regulated products on the
market in England, Scotland and Wales
from 1 January 2021. BSI will also
continue to be a notified body for the
Northern Ireland market. The UKCA
mark replaces CE marking in Great
Britain although CE marking will
continue to be recognised for products
being placed on the GB market that have

T

he FIT Show organiser has
announced new dates for its 2021
event. FIT Show 2021 will now take place
in September.The new dates at the NEC
are from Sunday 26th – Tuesday 28th
September with organisers having
secured a new, safer timeline in the
Birmingham venue’s heavily disrupted
schedule.
The announcement follows a period
of unprecedented uncertainty due to the
ongoing global impact of the coronavirus
pandemic. Organisers have taken
proactive steps to move FIT Show into a
safer timeline in the Autumn of 2021.
Speaking about the decision, event
director Nickie West says: “It will come
as little surprise to many that we have
been in constant communication with
the NEC to ensure a safe event which
delivers the best possible ROI for our
exhibitors, and the best experience for
our visitors.
“The decision to postpone FIT Show
2021 from May until September is one
that we have made in order to create a
safer timeline for the industry to work
towards.We know that everyone is keen
to get back to face-to-face business.
"We have taken many factors into
consideration as part of this process,
including the likely surge in demand for
summer holidays and the 2022
Fensterbau schedule.We believe that FIT
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Nickie West

Shahm Barhom

Show in the autumn of 2021 will come at
just the right time for the industry.
“The new dateline will see us open the
show on a Sunday for the first time.This
will create an ideal opportunity for
installers to visit over the weekend if
they are unable to attend during the
week. This is something we have been
asked to consider by our stakeholders
in the past and an initiative we believe to
be right for 2021.”
The organiser has confirmed that in
2023 the FIT Show will revert to its
usual May slot, following a biennial
pattern thereafter. ❐

been certified by an EU notified body
until the end of December 2021.
As an approved body, BSI can work
with organizations on the conformity
assessment procedures that will allow
them to affix the UKCA marking on to
their products.
Several organisations have already
achieved the UKCA mark with BSI. The
organisations certified by BSI can be
viewed in the BSI Verifeye directory.
Shahm Barhom, group product
certification director at BSI, says: “We
are committed to helping organisations
ensure that they can enable resilience
and encourage trust in this new
regulatory landscape.We’re pleased that
our approved body status has been
promptly obtained, and the team stand
ready
to
help
manufacturers
demonstrate that their products comply
with the relevant national, regional and
international standards.
“BSI will continue to offer CE marking
services for EU27 market access via our
Netherlands Notified Body, as well as
other global market access solutions
including the BSI Kitemark.” ❐
The Fabricator 2021

Innovation comes built-in

MANUFACTURING
EXCELLENCE

DUAL SEALED
UNITS

RELIABLE &
EFFICIENT

FREE
DELIVERY TO
MAINLAND UK

QUOTES IN
60 MINUTES

PROFESSIONAL
AFTERSALES
SERVICE

WE DELIVER MORE
THAN INTEGRAL BLINDS

Morley Glass & Glazing Ltd
Unit 3, Leeds 27 Industrial Estate
Bruntcliffe Way, Leeds LS27 0HH

Email: info@morleyglass.co.uk
Direct fax for quotations: 0113 277 8723

www.morleyglass.co.uk
Tel: 0113 277 8722

MARKETING

Three point plan
With businesses looking to hit the ground running in 2021, marketing will play an even more vital
role.Those that do it well will thrive, while those that don’t will suffer.
Andrew Scott, MD of Purplex, discusses why your marketing needs purpose, planning, and
execution to be a success

T

he unprecedented stop-start nature of last year has
provided businesses with the biggest challenge they
have ever faced.
Despite the economic impact and uncertainty around
Covid-19 the home improvement industry operated well
above expected levels, with many companies experiencing
record sales and demand.
But that doesn’t mean that 2021 will not be without its
challenges, and the winners will be those who invest in
their marketing to acquire market share. And getting that
marketing right will be crucial to take your business to the
next level.
It is amazing how many businesses invest in marketing to
‘tick the marketing box’ without having a clear
understanding of what they want to achieve and how they
are going to achieve it.
This approach has always proved to be ineffective, but in
2021 it will be even more catastrophic, and these
businesses will be the ones who get found out.
Your marketing must have purpose, planning, and
execution to succeed and it’s the fundamental approach
we have used to develop every winning project and
campaign for our clients for more than 15 years.

Marketing with purpose

You must have a clear understanding of the goals and
outcome of your marketing strategy. After all, if you don’t
know your main objectives and what you want your
marketing to achieve, it will be little more than useless.
The purpose of your marketing must be set out at the
very beginning as this will drive everything you do from
that point on. Do you want to go from turning over £5m

“Who is the target
audience?”
to £10m, and if so, what timescale are you looking at – in
three-five years or longer?
Are you looking to launch into a new market, or looking
to increase the number of leads you are currently
generating to grow your business? If you are, then what are
the numbers? Who is the target audience?

Planning a winning strategy

Having a purpose gives your marketing a clear focus to
create a winning strategy and develop the key messages,
creative collateral, and relevant content.
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To
take
your
business to the next
level, however, you
may need a marketing
strategy that operates
across print, digital,
social, and broadcast
media.
If you want to
generate more leads
then maybe you need
to concentrate on your
digital strategy and
updating your website
to turn your existing
website visitors into
customers.
Planning a winning
strategy means you will
have a roadmap that
will help you take your
business to where you
want it to go. It also
Andrew Scott
allows you to measure
if you are hitting the targets you’ve set.

Executing to deliver

You then need the skills and resources to implement
your plan to deliver your desired outcome. With an everchanging marketing landscape, you must be engaging with
your target audience across a complex mix of channels.
As a full-service marketing agency, we use our 30 plus
years of industry experience and analysis to create
strategies that fuel sustainable, profitable growth.
We bring together all the key marketing disciplines
under one roof with marketing professionals who are
experts in strategy, PR, digital content and social, design
and branding, website design and filming and video
production.
With more people set to be working from home, which
means an increased demand for home improvement
products such as garden rooms, and the government’s
plans to ‘build, build, build’ our way to economic recovery,
there will be plenty of opportunities for forward-thinking
businesses in 2021. ❐
Andrew Scott is one of the industry’s leading business
and marketing experts and in the last 30 years has
worked with and advised hundreds of companies in the
building products and home improvement sectors, during
both good and bad times. www.purplexmarketing.com
The Fabricator 2021

NEC BIRMINGHAM, 26-28 SEPTEMBER 2021
Register for a FREE ticket today by scanning
the QR Code or visiting ﬁtshow-2021.reg.buzz/thefabad

#FITShow21

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Tips on preparing
Adam Johns, a participant in a recent Covid Zoom said:“The more I progress in safety, the more I
think that most of it is about change management. His comment certainly resonated. With the UK
having left the EU on 31st December we now wait to see what changes the deal will bring leaving
companies to prepare for changes the nature of which are still unknown, writes James MacPherson

T

his year has the potential to be on par or even more
challenging than last. But it also has the potential to
be easier because of the lessons we may have learnt from
2020. One of the things we have clearly seen in 2020 is that
businesses in our sector are resilient, agile and flexible.
This year they may have to continue to demonstrate these
traits to survive.
First though, it is advisable not to worry unnecessarily.
It is important that companies stay focused on the future
and what is in our control, but to keep an eye on what is
not. Remember the old saying, ‘plan for the worst and
hope for the best’ and you can be prepared for almost
anything.
So, with that in mind here are some tips and ideas that it
may be worth adopting.
● Developing foresight – whilst we don’t want to worry
about what is coming, we still want to plan for what may
be coming. So with Brexit it is advisable to find out the key
sources of information, sign up to mailing lists for the
government departments and the Health and Safety
Executive. Joining groups formed by small business
experts to more formal trade associations and professional
bodies are great ways to stay in the know.
● Critically review your business and assess your
procedures, your capacity, and your resources and ask if
you can absorb change or if you need to change to adapt
to any change. A useful exercise to do is to introduce
learning games to your staff. Get a diverse group of your
employees, (e.g. shop floor operatives, customer services
staff, managers, leaders etc.) in a room. Allocate a few
hours, get some refreshments in to relax everyone, a white
board, post-it notes and then start by picking a system, a
supply chain, a department or a process. Create a scenario
that would challenge or even stop the chosen subject; for
example, there is a global pandemic and everyone needs to
work from home, is that possible?What would we need? Or
look at the Brexit scenario, say a raw material has doubled
in price, what can we do as a business to cope?
The scenarios don’t have to be large organizational
issues. Learning games such as these also work well in risk
assessment process. Working at height, the employee falls
off the ladder what happens? Are our health and safety
policies and procedures working as well as they can? Could
we do more? Do we want to do more? What does doing
more entail? Your staff may have plenty to contribute and
their answers, thoughts and views may come up with
solutions and inform your business decision on what to do
next.
● Focus on your culture. Start now, if you haven’t
already, on building a stronger and more positive culture
8

James MacPherson
in your business. Increase your employee engagement,
create multiple feedback channels in your business so
employees can communicate up the chain to leaders.
Ensure your leaders are visible and that they communicate
and update employees regularly, and in the most open and
honest way. Be empathetic with your employees, they have
been through tough times with you this year and they are
also likely to be feeling the strain. Perhaps ask a senior
leader (or leaders) to ring round the staff to say thank you
for their work this year. The impact could be very positive
and it could make a difference to working relationships
and company cultures.
The list of suggestions could go on. These are just a few
things that could be done quite easily and quickly to
improve the working environment. Whilst 2020 was
challenging, those that have learned most and adapted are
likely to be the same people and companies that will
continue to operate and grow in 2021 and beyond. The
companies that have used the 2020 circumstances to
reflect and use it as a catalyst for change and those that
valued and collaborated with their employees are more
likely to not just survive the next challenge but thrive and
prosper together. ❐
www.ggf.org
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No room to breathe
The government’s recommendation that all new buildings which are not dwellings will require
specialist systems to help to reduce the spread of airborne diseases such as Covid-19 doesn’t go far
enough, according to infection mitigation specialist Paul Waldeck

W

hile the regulations have been welcomed by many,
the limitations of their scope results in a piecemeal
approach to dealing with the role of ventilation in the
spread of viruses. Covid-19 has proven that building
regulations around the world have been inadequate in
dealing with airborne pathogens.
The previous advice of opening windows is based on
sound logic but is simply inadequate for the situation we
find ourselves in with a virus that is incredibly
transmissible.
The proposed 50% increase in air circulation – bringing
in 15 litres of fresh air per person, per second – seems to
tally up with the figures the government has been working
from for the last few months, but from our experience, that
doesn’t go far enough.
Current guidance inside schools for example, only
requires five air changes per hour, so the proposed increase
would take that up to no less than 10. This is the same
number as was shown to be effective in hospitals when
dealing with the SARS outbreak of 2003, so you can see
where the logic comes from.
However, this version of the coronavirus has been shown
to be significantly easier to spread than the 2003 variant,
and therefore requires a stronger flow and distribution of
clean air to move it on. We wrote to SAGE last year with
our thoughts on this, suggesting that the recommended
number of air circulations per hour be increased to
between 10 and 15, and the use of HEPA filters and UVC air disinfection devices to combat Covid-19 and future
airborne pathogens.
The failure to cover residential dwellings or public
transport is another area in which the proposed
regulations fall short. Confined, multi-person spaces such
as buses, trains, student and key worker accommodation
often can face exactly the same conditions for viruses to
spread as offices and commercial spaces, so regulations for
those kinds of situations need to be looked into as well if
we are looking to return to some semblance of normality.
The primary way in which coronaviruses spread is
through airborne transmission – if an infected person
exhales in a poorly ventilated space, their aerosol (droplets
or microdroplets) may contain coronaviruses which can
build up steadily and by the time you’ve been sharing an
enclosed space with them for a little while, you could be in
trouble.
While the two-metre rule of social distancing is
eminently sensible, given what was known at the time, the
fact of the matter is that the distance infected air particles
can travel is dictated by air currents and in enclosed, busy
spaces, those currents are being constantly affected by
people moving around and thermal emissions. Even
something as seemingly insignificant as the thermal
radiation of lightbulbs and computers can affect the air flow.
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The obstacles faced in
bringing in regulations for
older buildings will be a
significant challenge but the
use of safely engineered UVC – which was successfully
introduced in the Far East
during the 2003 SARS
pandemic – can provide a
solution.
While
these
proposed
regulations apply to new
office
and
commercial
spaces, it seems logical that
similar changes will follow or
certainly need to follow for
existing structures to mitigate
infection risk, which may Paul Waldeck
cause problems for older
buildings without modern
HVAC systems; or indeed, buildings with HVAC systems
that are not capable of having their flow capacity increased
by 50%, or HEPA filters added to the system.
This is where alternative solutions such as UV-C come
in and this has been specifically referred to in the draft of
the forthcoming update to the regulations for ventilation
in non-residential buildings. This states that buildings
should have the ability to provide adequate outdoor air to
all occupied spaces without recirculating air within spaces
or between different spaces, rooms or zones, unless the
ventilation system has an ultraviolet filter, HEPA filter or
other germicidal filter.
UV-C has been used for more than a hundred years to
treat and prevent contagious diseases, and there is a wealth
of evidence to demonstrate UV-C efficacy in the inactivation
and destruction of all known microorganisms, including
highly contagious airborne viruses including COVID-19.
Crucially, UV-C air disinfection solutions can be safely
used in buildings with or without ducted HVAC systems,
making them highly suitable for retrofitting but design and
careful product selection using indirect UV technology is
key to maximising the safety of occupants and reducing
infection risk. ❐

Paul Waldeck, is chief technical officer at PP-L
which is the only government listed medical
services provider of germicidal UV-C health
technology in the UK
www.ppl.org.uk
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Stay ahead of the curve

1.3 U-value
Double glazed

0.9 U-value
Triple glazed

W/(m²K) for Prestige
windows subject to
speciﬁcation

12 Colours
f rom stock
in 5 days

Prestige and Classic
Prestige is the latest addition to our

range, and perfectly complements our

innovative aluminium range - created

ultra slim Classic beadless system.

around our patented corner - which

So if you are looking for aluminium

offers unrivalled quality, all delivered

windows and doors that offer great

on lightning fast turnarounds. Prestige

value, without the extended leadtimes

is a beaded 72/80mm system that

and compromises of more mundane

introduces doors to the Sheerline

aluminium systems, Sheerline delivers.

59mm
sightlines
for the Classic small outer
frame and sash

Stay ahead with Sheerline
TO DISCUSS BECOMING A
SHEERLINE FABRICATOR OR
INSTALLER CALL US NOW ON

01332 883960
s h e e r l i n e . c o m | info@sheerline.com
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Built for ambition
E

dgetech has released the latest in a series of nextgeneration spacer bars.
Super Spacer TriSeal SG brings the strength of the
firm’s recently launched T-Spacer SG to a product
designed for manual application.
SG stands for ‘structural glazing’ – and like
T-Spacer SG, TriSeal SG has been
developed for use on the most
demanding architectural projects.

TriSeal SG
incorporates
a
larger area for PIB
application
than
average
spacers,
allowing for a much
stronger seal.
“Whether
the
project at hand calls
for
manual
or
automated
application, IGU
manufacturers now
have an excellent

option when making extra-large and
curved or shaped glazing for complex and
ambitious buildings,” comments Edgetech
managing director Chris Alderson.
“All around the world, there are iconic buildings that
have only been made possible by Edgetech’s innovative
products.
“We are extremely proud of that fact and we are always
at work on new products that will give architects even
more freedom and choice.
“We are eager to see what they can achieve with Super
Spacer TriSeal SG.”
TriSeal SG comes as just the latest in a series of new
products from Edgetech and the business says it is also
working on a number of further innovations that will
continue to push the boundaries of spacer bar technology. ❐
www.edgetechig.co.uk

Covering the costs
A

lutech Systems is reassuring customers that its prices
will be unaffected by Brexit because it imports from
outside the EU. Any costs are already covered.
European system suppliers have previously payed zero
customs duty when importing into the UK, however this
has all changed with Brexit and their customers could see
a price increase of around 5-8% depending on product.
Key points to be aware of:
● Imports will need to be declared through an agent.
● VAT will need to be paid prior to delivery, unless you
apply for a government guarantee.
● Duty will need to be paid prior to delivery, which will
be around 6% on aluminium profiles.
● Agents will charge a minimum fee per
invoice/delivery.
● Deliveries may be delayed through customs, either for
checks or lack of capacity in ports.
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Alutech Systems’ managing director, Steve Hudson,
says: “All of the above could potentially add a massive cost
to business. Right now, all businesses are stretched thinly
for time and resources. The last thing needed is more
hassle and reduced margins.
“Alutech Systems imports directly from our partner in
Belarus and already have all of the processes and
associated costs in place.” ❐
www.alutechsystems.co.uk
The Fabricator 2021

WE ARE THE UK’S NUMBER
ONE MANUFACTURER OF

GLASS AND
PROFILE
HANDLING
EQUIPMENT

Our products include a varied range of
equipment ranging from stillages, racks and
tables to specialised optimisation trolleys.
– Specialist in bespoke design for site use
– Made to suit your facility
– Free delivery on bulk orders

glass-handling.co.uk | sales@glass-handling.co.uk | 0161 723 1551

CONSTRUCTION

Calming the storm
Coronavirus and Brexit – we know, just bear with us – uncertainty currently lies between a rock and
a slimy place. However, collaboration will continue to be key as the construction industry prepares
itself for months of delay and disruption – with an expected rise in disputes being the most
imminent threat, according to construction law specialists at Womble Bond Dickinson (WBD)

S

imon Rowland, partner and head of construction at
WBD, says there are huge opportunities for
construction in 2021, but that mitigating the effects of
considerable delay and disruption has to be top of the
agenda.
He says a positive outcome is possible if construction
firms follow best-practice advice, and are prepared to
adopt a more collaborative way of working.
“The Government is going to be heavily relying on
construction to revive the economy, which means there
will be huge opportunities for our sector. But to make the
most of those opportunities, we have to make sure the
sector is geared up to mitigate delay and disruption as
much as possible,” he says.
“We’ve never used the words delay and disruption as
much as we have in the past year, and we’re far from out
of the woods yet. There are significant threats to the
stability of the sector on the horizon.
“Despite that, we see 2021 as an opportunity to reset
and rebuild – with the right guidance, and by taking the
right action now, UK construction can prosper.”
The warning comes as WBD launches its rebuild
Britain campaign aimed at helping the UK construction
industry to thrive over the next 12 months by avoiding
common pitfalls and making the most of growth
opportunities.
One of the most prominent imminent pitfalls, says
Simon Lewis, construction and engineering partner at
WBD, is for the potential for disputes to arise off the back
of the turbulence of 2020.
This, he says, could be ‘imminently
disruptive’, with a ‘groundswell of
disputes’ on the horizon.
He says: “If the brewing storms
aren’t ironed out smoothly and
efficiently, companies risk reverting to
the ‘bad old days’ of the early 80s and
the entire sector could stagnate.
“We are already seeing a rise in
contractual disagreements based on a
number of factors, and we would urge
all parties involved in disputes to be
as well-prepared as possible to
reduce the impact on the industry.
“Almost all disputes boil down
to time and/or money, and both
of these have been at a premium
in the past 12 months. Employers
want their job on time and to pay
the price they agreed. So, the
pressure really builds when
there are delays and projects
Simon Lewis
not finished on time, that’s
14

when we start to see disputes unfolding.
“Meanwhile, contractors have been operating under
immense strain in terms of their profit margins, some of
them running on 2% and 3%, or less. So, it doesn’t take
much for a project to go wrong and for them to start losing
money. For example, a delay lasting a few weeks or a cost
increase results in the job becoming a loss.
“We really can’t afford to see another top-tier
contractor go down because the gene pool is getting
smaller and smaller and there are only a certain number
of contractors that can carry out the really big projects,
because they have the supply chain to do it. It would be to
everyone’s detriment if one did.”
Lewis says: “There are actions that businesses on both
sides can take to prepare and protect themselves. My
advice is to be pristine about your contract
administration. It needs to be squeaky clean and
watertight. Financials and timesheets should all be in
order.
“While disputes might not be avoidable because the
construction industry is particularly at risk of financial
problems this year, they can be processed and dealt with
far more efficiently if the paperwork is present and
correct.
“Most construction projects have long lifespans and
therefore it is possible that problems surface at the end of
a project causing unintended consequences as companies
finalise their accounting. That’s when we will see the
disputes arising, but if all the paperwork is in order,
companies might consider mitigation instead.
“It’s important to remember that smaller
contractors and suppliers are much more
sensitive to the costs of formal
litigation, particularly at a time when
cashflow is ever more paramount.
“Ultimately, it is vital for the
construction sector to reset, rebuild
and adopt a more collaborative way of
working.” ❐
www.womblebonddickinson.com
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Noise Reduction

the benefits with BFRC
Noise Reduction Ratings
Noise Reduction
Window
Company Name Ltd
PVC-U Casement Window
A Rated Windows

A ++

A ++

A +
A
B
C
D
E
Noise Reduction (Rw)

(In accordance with BS EN ISO 10140-2 or
BS EN 14351.) Actual acoustic performance for a
specific application depends on: the type and
location of the external noise, the location of the
window or door, and how the elements or fabric of
the building perform.

51 dB

Correction for traffic (C; Ctr)

(-1; -4) dB

Licence No. 123456
Review Date: 03/08/2020
To verify this licence please contact
enquiries@bfrc.org
This label is not a statutory requirement. It is a voluntary label provided as a customer service to allow consumers to make informed
decisions based on the noise reduction performance of competing products.
© Only to be reproduced by permission of British Fenestration Rating Council Ltd

Noise Reduction
Door
Company Name Ltd
Composite Door
A Rated Doors

A ++

A ++

A +
A
B
C
D
E
Noise Reduction (Rw)

(In accordance with BS EN ISO 10140-2 or BS EN 14351.)

51 dB

Licence No. 123456
Review Date: 01/01/2019
To verify this licence: enquiries@bfrc.org
This label is not a statutory requirement. It is a voluntary label provided as a customer service to allow consumers to make informed
decisions based on the noise reduction performance of competing products.
© Only to be reproduced by permission of British Fenestration Rating Council Ltd

British Fenestration Rating Council

Prove acoustic performance with BFRC ratings
BFRC Noise Reduction Ratings let you prove the
acoustic performance of your window and door
products with our highly recognised ‘rainbow’
rating label - independent, impartial, trusted.

By using the renowned BFRC rating scale to
demonstrate the noise reduction properties of your
windows or doors, you can show installers and
consumers the quality of your products.

Homeowners no longer select new windows and
doors s imply based on price. They want to know
what they purchase will improve their home’s
comfort, so product performance is now a priority.

Your products will stand out from your competitors’
and you’ll be able to avoid a race to the bottom
on price. Sell using BFRC proven performance and
leave your customers in no doubt.

Find out more at bfrc.org

CONSTRUCTION

Spacer spectacular
From a bird’s eye view, it looks like a meandering path through a leafy city park. But get a bit closer,
and you realise it is actually a building – one of the most ambitious, spectacular and sustainable
buildings Scandinavia has ever produced

B

aseCamp Lyngby is a 415,000sq ft student
accommodation block in Copenhagen, Denmark. It is
a winding, undulating structure with an 800-metre
running and walking track, grass, plants and trees
covering the entirety of its roof.
Made of glass and facades in three different shades of
oak, the building itself contains a total of 786 apartments,
639 of them for students, 48 for retired residents.
Completed to serve Copenhagen’s Lyngby University of
Technology, the project took just two and a half years.
The structure is made out of trapezoidal modules
stacked to different heights, allowing for the sloping
walkway on its roof.
But it is not just impressive to look at – it has also been
designed to put cost-effectiveness and sustainability at the
forefront.
The building’s ventilated curtain wall was insulated with
rock wool and clad with slabs made of pressed volcanic
basalt rock from Rockpanel, while its green roof is covered
in solar panels to generate electricity. Any rain that falls on
the structure is disposed of via evaporation, reducing the
ambient temperature and strain on the sewer system.
It required more than 4,000 IGUs, which had to
conform to the irregular shape of the building – and that,
combined with the need for outstanding thermal
performance, made Super Spacer T- Spacer Premium Plus
the obvious choice.
Danish IGU manufacturer Glaseksperten, which was
contracted to work on the project, operates a fullyautomated, state-of-the-art Super Spacer line.
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"Super Spacer is of key importance to Glaseksperten in
supplying quality products which also ensure we are a
leading company in economical and ecological terms,"
says sales manager Jesper Hønning. “The fully automated
continuous application of spacer from the reel saves time
and money, while guaranteeing top-class product quality.”
Chris Alderson, Edgetech managing director, says: “We
are absolutely delighted to see Edgetech products used in
such a stunning building.
“Scandinavia is a global pioneer in sustainable
construction, and a major growth market for warm-edge
technology.
“We are confident that Super Spacer T- Spacer Premium
Plus will offer the building’s residents outstanding
performance for many decades to come.” ❐
www.edgetechig.co.uk
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, super-fast
and so much more…

Try Edgetech’s new
online ordering system
today!
For thirty years, we’ve been putting customers
at the centre – and now, we’ve invested
to make ordering from us easier than ever
before.
With our quick and intuitive e-commerce
system, you can place orders in minutes,
whenever and wherever.
Why order online?
• Place orders 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
• Order across the entire Edgetech range
including desiccant, secondary sealant
and rigid spacer
• Repeat ordering at the click of a button
• Track order value from invoice to dispatch
• Quantity-based savings applied
automatically
• Excel upload function for larger orders

Interested? Speak to your Edgetech representative today
T: 02476 998113
www.edgetechig.co.uk
E: ukenquiries@edgetechig.com

ALUMINIUM – THE

COLUMN

Into the unknown
Brexit is finally behind us and the UK now sits outside of the European economic area
(EEA), whether you think that a good thing and if you voted for it, or against it, we all need
to make the best of where we are with the changing legislation

W

hen we were in the EAA we needed to have our
products which fall within a harmonised standard or
hEN, evaluated and ‘CE’ marked. This enabled us to
supply product across the EAA including the UK and
comply with common regulation across member states.
Since leaving the EU on the 31st December 2019 and now
at the end of the transition period we now have a new
conformity mark for Great Britain, known as a UKCA
mark which is required for Great Britain (England,
Scotland and Wales). We have until the 31st December
2021 to adopt the UKCA mark in England, Scotland and
Wales, and the UKNI mark in Northern Ireland. CE
marking by itself will no longer be recognised in Great
Britain and products must carry a UKCA mark.
We often use Great Britain, the United Kingdom and
the British Isles interchangeably, but this is not correct. As
stated above ‘Great Britain’ consists of England, Scotland
and Wales, the ‘United Kingdom’ consists of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland and the ‘British Isles’ consists of the
United Kingdom and Ireland. It is important that we have
Great Britain UKCA, Northern Ireland as UK(NI) and
CE marking always used together as Ireland remains in the
EEA. This all sounds complicated until we understand the
geographic relationship.
So what is a ‘CE’ mark? A CE mark indicates
conformity with a harmonised product standard, and
assures the user that the product is classified to the
relevant essential characteristics, within Annex ZA, for the
member state whose market it is placed on. Construction
products are different to, say, medical devices for CE
marking as regulations differ.
So if you manufacture products which fall within a
harmonised standard or hEN in Great Britain, solely for
the Great Britain market, they must have a UKCA mark
by the end of 2021, if you manufacture products in Great
Britain for the Great Britain and EAA, then both marks
(UKCA for GB market and CE for EAA) will be required.
If products have been manufactured and are in stock or are
on order at the end of 2021, then 2021 marking will still be
accepted in 2022. All newly manufactured products in
2022 must either comply with UKCA, CE or UK(NI)+CE
marking depending on where the product is to be sold.
So how will the transition take place? Current UK
‘notified bodies’ have automatically become UK
‘approved bodies’ and all existing Harmonised standards
will become designated standards in the UK. All products
will need to be reevaluated to meet the current market/s in
2021, labelling can continue up until the end of 2022, but
after this time, must be on the product itself or, if not,
because of the nature of the product, must be affixed to the
packaging or to the accompanying documents.
In Northern Ireland, matters get a little more
complicated as manufacturers there have their own
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To supply windows to the UK market manufacturers
will now need to have the UKCE mark
UK(NI) mark to comply with which must be used with the
CE marking. Whilst Great Britain will accept the
UK(NI)+CE mark, products manufactured in Northern
Ireland only need to carry the CE mark if they are only to
be sold in the EAA. Part of the reason for the difference in
Northern Ireland is that whilst Northern Ireland sits
within the EU single market, the EAA, from the 1st
January 2021, it is now outside the EU Customs Union.
It is also important to remember that a separate
Declaration of Performance/Conformity (DoP) must be
provided for each UKCA and CE mark. Whilst at the
moment these will broadly be the same, it is likely that with
changes to legislation here and in the EAA over time, these
will begin to differ. It has also been confirmed that both
CE and UKCA marks can be used together on products as
long as they are separate and are clearly visible. As the UK
‘approved bodies’ move to offer UKCA marking, CE
marking for products to be sold in the EAA, can only be
provided by an EU based ‘notified body’.
At the moment it all sounds quite confusing as the UK
Conformity Assessed marking scheme develops. CAB are
running regular webinars covering this topic as the details
continue to evolve. Details of these and other webinars
offered by the Association are available on the CAB
website. ❐
Despite the pandemic, it is business as usual at CAB and
staff are on hand at the offices to answer any aluminium
fenestration related questions. Information is regularly
updated on the CAB website at www.c-a-b.org.uk. For
association membership enquires please contact Jessica
Dean at the CAB offices by email jessica.dean@c-ab.org.uk or telephone 01453 828851.
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Security
High-Performance
Low U-Values

System 10-35 Hi / Hi+
Commercial Door
and Framing
PAS24 Security Tested
Mag locks
Panic Exit
Multi-point locking

metaltechnology.com

Providing high-performance strength and security,
Metal Technology’s new innovative, commercial door
and framing system has been developed to offer
exceptionally low U-values, delivering as low as
1.27 W/m2K with double glazing and 0.93 W/m2K with
triple glazing. Ideal for high trafﬁc locations within the
commercial, health, education or retail sector.
Multi-point locking is achievable on sash heights up
to 3 metres and 100kgs with glazing from 28mm to
44mm units. With the full 10-35 range of door and
framing systems tested to PAS 24, designers can
specify security doors with conﬁdence.
Follow us on

CONSERVATORIES

Sketch my extension
'sketchy' but my expertise from both being in the industry
since 1983 and knowledge of the software means that I’m
always able to decipher what’s required. There has been a
steady stream of requests not only for conservatories and
orangeries but
also bespoke
garden rooms
and even a
three-storey
extension.
“Because I
enjoy using
the software
so much I
love

A

new drawing service has
been
launched
for
conservatory roof suppliers.
Giles Hayhurst, formerly of
Windowlink,
says: “We
launched
this
service
specifically aimed at smaller
companies that either do not
have the time, expertise or
necessary software.
“Most roof suppliers will,
when they have time,
produce drawings for their
own customers to pass on to
the homeowner. However
these won't be branded for
the customer and often
don’t carry any company
details. Orangeries and
garden
rooms
are
particularly
difficult
because the roof or frame
supplier won't know the
details of walls or roof
lantern and so will be
unable
to
produce
drawings.
Bradley Giles, a distributor of Windowlink software
initially offered the service via social media, a host of
requests confirmed a need for the expertise and,
according to Hayhurst, the conservatory drawing service
took off.
He says: “Since then there’s been a steady stream even
from those with software but insufficient time. We
produce seven sheet 'drawing sets' that include our
customers’ company colours and logo. Some of the
sketches and scribbles we are supplied with are really
20

producing these drawings our
customers love them too and I
can normally turn a job round
within an hour, or so.” ❐
gbhayhurst@btconnect.com
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ACCORD 25 FX

EASY TO USE SMART TECHNOLOGY
3, 4, and 5-axis CNC Machining Centre
Engineered with dedicated solutions and software for manufacturing
doors, windows and solid wood elements.
Driving LEAN Manufacturing through Innovative Solutions

SCM UK

Tel. +44 (0)115 9770044 - scmgroupuk@scmgroup.com - www.scmgroup.com

RECYCLING

We take plastic
After an extensive search and two year’s in development Veka Recycling is now open for business on
a six-acre industrial site in Wellingborough, Northamptonshire

T

o a great extent the facility is the legacy of Heinrich
Laumann who, from a small shutter factory in
Sendenhorst, created Veka one of the world’s l
argest
extruders of PVC-U window systems.
The first Veka recycling plant was built in Behringen in
1993. The new plant has been built to provide the UK
with single-site recycling for the UK PVC-U windows and
doors.
Simon Scholes has managed the project since the
beginning and has since been appointed managing
director of Veka Recycling. He says: “This has been a
fascinating project and one that has had considerable
challenges. Finding a suitable site took three years, and
the construction and installation a further two. But we are
now fully open for business.”
According to Scholes this is the most advanced plant in
Europe. “The individual systems and machines employed
at Wellingborough are the latest but are otherwise a widely
available, industry standard.
“What makes our plant and its processes so advanced is
the way that our engineers have configured everything, the
fine tuning and how everything works together. Our
engineers are amongst the most experienced in the world
and we have distilled all of this expertise into
Wellingborough.”
That the technology employed at the Veka Recycling
plant is so advanced is simply a bi-product of building
something that will achieve its purpose as efficiently as
possible. Scholes says: “The process of recycling end-oflife as well as virgin offcuts of PVC-U windows and
profiles, is to break them down so they may be remanufactured as new products, including new window
profiles but also a range of other valuable products. That
is the nature of PVC-U. It is and must be regarded as a
hugely valuable commodity.

“The
Wellingborough
plant takes old
PVC-U window
frames that, with
only the glass
removed, are fed
straight into our
system. By the end
of what is a
complex series of
processes we have
separated
the
products into their
component parts,
aluminium
and
steel
and
reprocessed
the Simon Scholes
PVC-U
into
polymer pellets ready to be re-manufactured without any
loss of quality.”
The quality of the PVC-U pellet is paramount to Veka
Recycling’s mission, insists Scholes: “We want the plastics
industry to consider the material they take from us as
being of the highest quality, that Veka Recycling operates
to international standards in every aspect of our
operations and for us to be separated from the ‘cowboy’
recyclers that continue to operate.”
Veka Recycling’s supply partners are critical to the
success of the operation. “The process begins with the
installers and fabricators that choose to recycle the
material they collect as part of their day to day working,”
says Scholes. “And we believe that we offer the best
solution to them by providing a guaranteed audit trail for
the material that we collect from. By usingVeka Recycling,
they can be sure that the material will be dealt with legally
and ethically. The risks of using uncertified waste
collectors are enormous,” he says.
“And as homeowners become increasingly aware of the
environment and the impact they are having on it,
assuring them that their old windows will be turned into
brand new products is a very positive sales message.”
Scholes says: “Veka Recycling’s new plant heralds a new
era for the recycling of PVC-U, one in which the concept,
as well as the process, may be significantly advanced. And
in that, almost 30 years on from the creation of the first
PVC-U plant in Europe, Heinrich Laumann’s vision is
greatly extended and indeed, rewarded.” ❐
www.veka-recycling.co.uk
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John Mitchell
Technical Manager
Carl F Groupco

Experts in
Hardware
“ Carl F Groupco’s hardware
support throughout
PAS 24 testing has
been invaluable…”
Amanda Hale
Roundbrand

Get in touch and speak to one of our experts today:
t. Peterborough: 01733 393330

e. sales@carlfgroupco.co.uk

t. Cumbernauld: 01236 721557

w. www.carlfgroupco.co.uk

TRADE NEWS

Aim to stand out
W

orking with FUHR, Carl F Groupco has created a
bespoke stainless-steel locking package for Senior
Architectural Systems PURe aluminium door range. Carl
F Groupco’s hardware met the fenestration system
company’s requirements for quality and innovation for its
high-performance door profile, which features an
expanded polyurethane thermal barrier for advanced
thermal performance.
Carl F Groupco’s brief was to source stainless steel
multipoint locking solutions to address every door type in
the PURe range including lever, key wind up and
SmartSecure electronic operated single commercial
doors, panic/emergency escape and French doors.
Wo rking with FUHR, a tailored package of door locks was
created to Senior’s specification, all with bespoke keeps
designed specifically for the profile. Flexibility of the
hardware supplied enables special extensions and add-ons
for full multipoint locking for doors up to 3m high.
Mark Wheatley, Senior’s technical director says: “Our
relationship with Carl F Groupco dates back to January
2016 when the hardware distributor first worked with us
with the supply of FUHR multisafe lever operated door
locks for the PURe Fold door range. The FUHR brand
was a natural choice as they are one of the most trusted
names in the locking market with a product range and
ability to fulfil our requirements that couldn’t be matched
by any other supplier.

“As a leading fenestration system company, we offer an
extensive range of aluminium and composite timber
architectural façade systems.We are constantly looking for
products, processes and service enhancements to make us
stand out from the crowd: this ethos of innovation is
supported by Carl F Groupco.” ❐
www.carlfgroupco.co.uk

Morley Glass & Glazing started the New Year
with a 50% increase in volume compared with
last year.
Increased demand from existing customers
and an influx of new customers has seen
manufacturing capacity rise from an average
of 2,500 to 3,500 integral blinds a week.
Managing director Ian Short says:“We moved
to new 50,000sq ft premises in 2016 with a
view to increasing the number of our UniBlind sealed units we could manufacture with
ScreenLine integral blinds inside. Our fiveyear plan was to reach 3,500 blinds a week
and it’s amazing that we’ve reached that
figure despite the government lockdowns and
a six-week shutdown last year.
Ian Short
“2020 has been a strange and challenging
year for many individuals and businesses.
The increased demand from homeowners
looking to invest in home improvements post-lockdown surprised us all, and it doesn’t look like it’s
going to slow down any time soon. Integral blinds are proving to be an excellent profit generator
for our customers as they upsell to those people who now recognise the true value of a home that
provides privacy, sun shading and a comfortable living and working environment.” ❐

www.morleyglass.co.uk
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Unit 3, Lloyd Street, Parkgate, Rotherham, S62 6JG

Tel 01709 710100 Fax 01709 525262
Email info@connaughtconservatories.co.uk

www.connaughtroofs.com

Three Solid Roofs - One Fabricator

www.connaughtroofs.co.uk

Give us a call for all your Conservatory Roof needs on

01709 710100
WE DO MORE - SO YOU DO LESS

TRADE NEWS

Our most versatile

G

arnalex has launched Sheerline Prestige. The new
system features a full depth Eurogroove which means
it will accept PVC-U hardware.
The Prestige system includes windows, doors and
French doors and is available in the same style options
and 12 stocked colours as Classic, Sheerline’s ultra slim
window system. Prestige also includes 28-44mm glazing
options and a choice of small, intermediate and large
outer frames to accommodate different plaster lines and
window reveals.
Built around Sheerline’s Thermavic multi-chamber,
thermal design means that U-values are as low as 0.9
W/(m²K) for triple glazing and 1.3 U-value W/(m²K)
double glazed are possible.
Sheerline’s cills feature this same technology coupled
with in-built weather sealing. Prestige also incorporates

Sheerline’s patented corner jointing method, making it
easy and quick to fabricate perfect corners.
Roger Hartshorn, Garnalex CEO, says: “The launch of
Sheerline Prestige is timely. The market remains strong
and consumer demand for high performance, beautiful
products is soaring. Sheerline is perfectly poised to help
fabricators and installers benefit from this demand. Our
first system, Sheerline Classic, is a super-slim specialist
window, ideal for replacing traditional steel-framed
windows. Our second system, Sheerline Prestige is our
most versatile system with beautiful looks, and doors and
French doors, and a choice of sizes and designs to suit any
type of property. The feedback from fabricators has been
extremely positive and we’re excited about the year
ahead.” ❐
www.sheerline.com

We’re on the map
A

dminBase is now available with Google Maps.
Available as an automatic upgrade at no additional
charge, the Google Maps facility will now allow users to
check details of the geographical locations of scheduled
site visits to give immediate visual information on the
locations of sales, survey, installation and service
personnel.
Administrators can view appointments by each
salesperson or for the whole company. The location and
identity of each representative is shown in clear detail on
the map including the time of their appointment.
Rhonda Ridge, managing director of Ab Initio Systems
and the originator of AdminBase says: “The addition of
Google maps will revolutionise planning for all site
functions. In 2020 Google Maps was used by 1bn people
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every month and, for most of us using the app, it is
intuitive. Adding this facility to AdminBase to allow
users the ability to look at the map to see where all their
site-based people are at any one time, is likely to become
one of the most used features of AdminBase.
“Google Maps will be added automatically to web-based
versions of AdminBase, through a free update.” ❐
https://www.abinitiosoftware.co.uk
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Surface structure of a connection element
Optical seal
Chromium VI-free passivation
Corrosion protection system
with microcrystalline structure
Base material: steel

Protecting all parts –– no exceptions.

W

hat makes RotoSil Level
6 surface coating so
special?
It protects moving parts,
stands up to extreme
conditions and even heals
itself.
This is about much more
than hours in a salt spray.

In standard tests, rivets and
moving parts are exempt from
assessment.

Roto internal tests have no
exceptions: every component
must be rust-free.
Our engineers also use a
special “changing climate
test” with rapid changes in
temperature and humidity.
RotoSil Level 6 stands up
to it all.
We believe it is the most
advanced coating in the
industry.

RotoSil Level 6:
• Meets EN 1670 Class 5
• Moving parts protected
• Microcrystalline ‘self healing’
surface
• Copes with extreme
temperatures and humidity
• Roto tests provide ‘real world’
assurance
Is it time to switch to Roto?
Please get in touch for a
consultation now.

Give Daz a call - he will put you in touch with your local Roto expert.
Call 0800 260 5661 (Ireland: 1800 94 36 39)
www.roto-frank.com/gb
Follow us on LinkedIn
Roto Western Europe

TRADE NEWS

New GGF president
T

ony Smith of Pilkington UK (part of the NSG
Group) and GGF group vice-president, has been
elected as the federation’s new president.
The GGF board unanimously backed the appointment
following former president Mark Austin’s decision to step
down from the role on 31st December 2020. Austin will
remain on the GGF board as immediate past president.
Mark Austin says: “It has been an honour to serve this
organisation in this capacity, but due to work pressures
and personal health concerns, I feel the time is right to
stand down for the benefit of all concerned. I am grateful
for the great support that I have received from the
directors and all the GGF group staff and I will be happy
to support Tony Smith in my role as immediate past
president.”
Tony Smith has a considerable background in glass
manufacturing and has been on the GGF board since
2012, representing the Flat Glass Manufacturers Council
and more recently the GGF glazing executive. He joined
the GGF political strategy committee in 2017 and was
elected GGF vice-president in December 2019.
Tony Smith says: “I am delighted to accept the GGF
presidency and to continue the great progress the
federation has made over the last few years. There are of
course huge challenges ahead as the trading environment
continues to be adversely affected by the Coronavirus
pandemic. In addition, now that the Brexit transition
period has ended and the UK is no longer part of the EU,
there will be changes but also exciting opportunities for
the industry and the GGF. I look forward to ensuring that
GGF members get the best value and representation
during my tenure as president.”
John Agnew, GGF managing director says: “I would like
to thank Mark for all his support for the GGF and for me
personally in my first year as GGF managing director. I
wish him well for the future. I also welcome the

Tony Smith
appointment of Tony Smith as president and I am sure
together with our members and staff, under Tony’s
leadership the GGF will continue to progress in the face
of the many challenges ahead.” ❐
www.ggf.org

10 year friendship
H

ardware distributor IFI is celebrating a decade as a
supply partner for Rapierstar fasteners, which are
used for window and door manufacturing and
installation, as well as in timber and general construction.
The Cambridgeshire based company, which is the
longest established trading division of Rapidrop Global,
has been supplying products to window professionals for
over 25 years. From its 30,000sq. ft national distribution
centre in Peterborough, IFI delivers UK-wide on a next
day delivery service, utilising its own delivery fleet and a
network of national freight carriers, and supplies the
complete range of Rapierstar products.
Jason Hutchings, IFI national sales manager, says: “IFI
and Rapierstar have a shared ethos that is about going the
extra mile for customers and that helps to explain why we
have grown strongly together over that past decade. The
28

Rapierstar brand has certainly helped us grow fastener
and fixing sales year on year for 10 years and now makes
us a key distributor for the brand in the UK.” ❐
www.rapierstar.com
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DO WE TRULY CARE ABOUT POLLUTION?
SCIENCE KEEPS ADVANCING – AND SO SHOULD WE

TIME TO CHANGE AWAY FROM “DIRTY” DESICCANTS

It takes around 20 tonnes of water to process just
1 tonne of 3A zeolite powder.
Most of the world’s zeolites originate in the Far East, they
start life as 4 Angstrom material before being subjected to
an ion exchange process to become (mostly) 3A. That highly
polluted process water often gets dumped back untreated
in to land and rivers. Authorities have been shutting down
factories and imposing huge fines. Zeolite-based molecular
sieve may have been the best choice for selective
adsorption in insulating glass in the past, but that is no
longer so. It certainly is not the best choice for our planet.

And no unpleasant smells. And smooth, fast
flow rates. And excellent penetration. And
tremendous adhesion to glass, metal and
plastics.
AND top MVTR / GPR values.

AND EN 1279 certification,
units having passed full Part
2 testing.

New high performance zeolite-free desiccants specifically
for IGU manufacture have already been perfected based on
refined 3A crystalline calcium oxide powder. Locally mined,
environmentally clean, a natural product with a higher
activity and capacity than any zeolite.
No waste-water pollutants or CO2 air pollutants are
generated in the production, and it does not need to be
shipped from the other side of the world.

http://www.ashton-industrial.com/?page id=3632

Zeolite production is environmentally dirty, and desiccants
based on them are yesterday’s technology, over 40 years
old. It is time to move on.
meets and exceeds all
requirements of
EN1279:2018
AWAC >16%
LOI < 1.7% at RH9%
Delta-T > 50C

NANOMOL-C is the clean technology for today and for the
future, the perfect opportunity for IG manufacturers to
improve their products while saving some serious money,
… and the planet !

ashton-industrial.com

01279 624810

AND great prices across all volume bands.
The new

MELTEX™ High Performance

Hot Melt Insulating Glass Sealant from Nedex
Visit our web site for all the facts and data

PROFINDER
Tel: 07932 243008
Access Systems

www.profinder.eu

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu
Aluminium
Bi-Folding doors

Conservatory Roofs

For all your access control
and door hardware
solutions
Electric Strikes
Deadlocking Bolts
● Waterproof Keypads
● Compact Shearlocks
● Deadlocks & Deadlatches
● Lock Accessories
● Transom Door Closers
● Vortex Magnets
●
●

01202 676262
info@alpro.co.uk
w w w. a l p ro . c o . u k

Audio Systems

Colours

AN INDUSTRY LEADING
COLOUR COATING SPECIALIST
FOR WINDOWS, DOORS AND
ROOFLINE
ANY COLOUR IN 5 DAYS

Baypole Jacks
You can buy jacking kits from as
little as £6.00 each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.

£6.00 each
Jacking kits for £
Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka

CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

Ref: Fab11

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX
Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305
E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

Fly/Insect Screens

Window openers

Get a FREE Quote
on 01924 454856
or visit
kolorseal.co.uk

Handling Equipment

PROFINDER
Tel: 07932 243 008

Machinery

www.profinder.eu

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Gemskill
Gemskil
ill
Limited

SERVING THE WINDOW INDUSTRY

Tel: 0113 393 8939
Email: sales@wmduk.com
All makes of New Machinery at competitive prices
Large selection of Refurbished Machinery
Part Exchange welcome
All machines supplied with warranties
Highly skilled service engineers for all your repairs,
breakdowns and servicing
Fast response spares department
WE
SERVICE
WEPROVIDE
PROVIDEA
A FAST,
FAST, FRIENDLY
FRIENDLY AND COMPETITIVE
COMPETITIVE SERVICE

www.wmduk.com

Profile Bending
G.M.FORMERS
DRY PVCU PROFILE BENDING
HIGH SPEC FORMERS FOR ALL PROFILES
t: +44(0)1744 24256
f: +44(0)1744 24279
e: geoff@gmformers.com
w: www.gmformers.com

To Advertise
call

Mehreen Haroon-Ali

07932 243 008

Machiner y

Sawing and Machining as it should be

Recycling

– 450
– 650
– 1100
ZX3 550
ZX5 800
AUTOFLOW-2 350
per week
per week
per week

01493 742348

Ask for machine sales or visit www.stuga.co.uk

Profile Bending
Spares for Repairs

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profi
file
i bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

PROFINDER
Tel: 07932 243008

www.profinder.eu

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Window Bags & Display Cases

Window Protection Film

Andywrap® Masking Film
The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)
• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE
• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC
(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
INDUSTRY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

Call Freephone:

0800 0850006

sales@andywrap.net

Window Bags & Display Cases

Racking Systems

USE INSIGHT DATA TO

DISC VER
THE BEST
CUSTOMERS

CONNECT
WITH
DECISION MAKERS

PERF RM
WITH
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

01934 808 293

hello@insightdata.co.uk
@insightdata
www.insightdata.co.uk
502 Worle Park Way, Weston-super-Mare, BS22 6WA
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The Council for Aluminium in Building’s aim is to support the interests of the architectural aluminium industry by
encouraging the increasing use of aluminium products in architecture and in the construction industry as a whole

Architectural Metalwork

Fabricators & Manufacturers

Fabricators & Manufacturers

Finish Architectural
0121 327 0523
www.finisharchitectural.co.uk
Presstek
01527 918651

Alumet
01926 811677
www.alumet.co.uk
Aluminium Bending Specialists
01623 721172
www.absltd.co.uk
Aluminium Sashes
01452 616581
www.aluminiumsashes.co.uk
Amberley Doors & Windows
01453 889362
www.amberleydoorsandwindows.co.uk
APiC UK
0121 541 2121
www.apicuk.ltd.uk
Arkay Windows
01923 803923
www.arkaywindows.com
AWS Turner Fain
01905 774267
www.awsturnerfain.com
Ayton & McKeown
01733 390422
www.ayton-mckeown.com
BarnshawsAluminium Bending
0121 521 4297
www.barnshaws.com
CDW Systems
01452 414853
www.cdwsystems.co.uk
Clearway Doors & Windows
01242 513322
www.clearwaydoorsandwindows.co.uk
Crown Doors and Shutters
0191 419 4499
www.crownasl.co.uk
DortechArchitectural Systems
01484 451177
www.dortech.co.uk
Drayton Windows
01603 789389
www.drayton-windows.co.uk
Emperor Shopfitters
020 8590 4466
www.emperorshopfitters.co.uk
Fentrade
01633 547787
www.fentradealuminium.co.uk
Glasshus Facades
0113 390 0126
ww.glasshusfacades.co.uk
IDF Aluminium
0844 8000 683
www.idfaluminium.co.uk
MBE Glazing Systems
01422 311889
www.mbeglazing.com

Metalline (Services)
01543 456930
www.metalline.co.uk
NorDan Aluminium
01698 376922
www.nordan.co.uk
Norwich Aluminium
01603 327373
www.norwichaluminium.co.uk
Open Entrances
01923 277901
www.openentrances.co.uk
Openwood Facades
01268 574260
www.openwoodgroup.co.uk
Panel Systems
0114 275 2881
www.composite-panel.co.uk
Prater
01737 772331
www.prater.co.uk
Ridgeway Facades
01452 883817
www.ridgewayglazing.co.uk
Solarlux Systems
01707 339970
www.solarlux.co.uk
The Rooflight Company
01993 830613
www.therooflightcompany.co.uk
TheWindowGlassCompany(Bristol)
0117 977 9292
www.windowglass.co.uk
Total Aluminium Systems
01823 353395
www.total-aluminium.co.uk
Unique Window Systems
0116 236 4656
www.uniquewindowsystems.co.uk

Consultants

a2n Management
07766 565027
www.a2n.co.uk
E P Consultants
01785 824580
NET Project Management &
Consultancy
01775 712771
www.netpmcs.co.uk
Placing Leaders
01280 817835
www.placingleaders.co.uk
The Design Solutions Business
01922 277310
www.dsbltd.com

Extruders

Aluminium Shapes
01536 262437
www.alishapes.co.uk
Hydro Aluminium UK
01773 549300
www.hydro.com

Fabricators & Manufacturers
3D Aluminium
01865 881403
www.3daluminium.co.uk
4 Aluminium
01733 889533
www.4ali.co.uk
Acorn Aluminium
0115 928 2166
www.acornaluminium.com
AEL
01695 732132
www.a-e-l.co.uk
AlchemyArchitecturalAluminium
Systems
01922 634009
www.aaasl.uk
AlimaticArchitecturalAluminium
Systems
01376 347789
www.alimatic.co.uk
Allied Glazing Systems
0114 243 3595
www.allied-glazing.co.uk
AluFold Direct
01706 260700
www.alufolddirect.co.uk

CAB Members 2021

Finishing
AkzoNobel Powder Coatings
0191 401 2281
www.interpon.co.uk
Barley Chalu
01953 602771
www.barleychalu.co.uk
Chemetall
01908 649333
www.chemetall.com
Powdertech (Corby)
01536 400890
www.powdertechcorby.co.uk
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Finishing

Hardware

Machinery Suppliers

Sherwin-Williams General
Industrial Coatings
0151 486 0486
www.synthapulvin.co.uk
Superior Paint & Powder
Coating
024 7646 4676
www.sppcltd.co.uk
Tomburn Ltd
02392 692020
www.tomburn.com

Dyer Environmental Controls
0161 491 4840
www.dyerenvironmental.co.uk
ERA Home Security
01922 490050
www.eraeverywhere.com
GEZE UK
01543 443000
www.geze.co.uk
HOPPE (UK)
01902 484400
www.hoppe.co.uk
L J Pratley & Partners
01277 633933
www.ljpratley.co.uk
L P Window Controls
01268 724506
www.lpwindowcontrols.co.uk
Prosale Automatic Doors
01452 729182
www.prosaledoors.co.uk
R W Simon
01805 623721
www.rwsimon.co.uk
Sapphire Louvres
01455 612222
www.sapphire-group.co.uk
SE Controls
01543 443060
www.secontrols.com
Securistyle
01242 221200
www.securistyle.com
SFS
0113 208 5500
www.sfsintec.biz
Sobinco
07955 282910
www.sobinco.com
Titon Hardware
01206 713800
www.titon.co.uk
VBH (GB)
01634 263263
www.vbhgb.com
Window Ware
01234 242713
www.windowware.co.uk

Elumatec UK
01908 580800
www.elumatec.com
Emmegi (UK)
024 7667 6192
www.emmegi.com
Haffner Murat
01785 222421
www.haffnermurat.com
Pro Composite Solutions
07921 771771
www.procompositesolutions.com

United Anodisers

01484 533142
www.unitedanodisers.com
Vertik-Al
0121 608 7171
www.vertik-al.com

Glazing Products
Float Glass Industries
0161 946 8000
www.floatglass.co.uk
Glas Trösch
0208 366 1662
www.glastroeschgroup.com
Guardian Industries UK
01405 726881
www.guardianglass.co.uk
Pilkington UK
01744 692000
www.pilkington.com
Saint-Gobain Glass
01977 666100
www.saint-gobain-glass.com

Hardware
Alpro Architectural Hardware
01202 676262
www.alpro.co.uk
ASSA ABLOY OpeningSolutions
UK&Ireland
0845 873 4838
www.adamsrite.co.uk
Axim Architectural Hardware
020 8685 9685
www.axim.co.uk
Carl F Groupco
01733 393330
www.carlfgroupco.co.uk
CiiLOCK Engineering
01455 891604
www.ciilock.com
dormakaba
01462 477600
www.dormakaba.co.uk

Installers
Safeguard Glazing Supplies
01780 751442
www.safe-guard.co.uk

Recyclers
Alutrade
0121 552 0330
www.alutrade.co.uk

Repair and Maintenance
Commercial Windows & Doors
020 8885 8585
www.comwin.co.uk

Roofing Components

Dales Fabrications
0115 930 1521
www.dales-eaves.co.uk

Shading Devices

AW Louvers & Ventilation
01684 274608
www.awlouvers.co.uk
Contrasol
01727809459
www.contrasol.com
Duco Ventilation & Sun Control
0333 772 7734
www.duco.eu
Renson Fabrications
01622 754123
www.renson.be

Software Design & Supply
BM Aluminium
01684 856920
www.bmaluminium.co.uk
Soft Tech (England)
0121 468 0140
www.softtech.com

Systems Design & Supply
AluK (GB)
01633 810440
www.aluk.co.uk
ALUMIL Systems UK
07552 508097
www.alumil.com/uk
Aluprof UK
0161 941 4005
www.aluprof.co.uk
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Systems Design & Supply

Systems Design & Supply

Thermal Barrier Products

Architectural & Metal Systems
+353 21 4705100
www.ams.ie
Comar Architectural
Aluminium Systems
020 8685 9685
www.comar-alu.co.uk
Decalu Solutions
01249 816969
www.deceuninck.com
Epwin Window Systems
01952 290910
www.stellaraluminium.co.uk

Metal Technology
028 9448 7777
www.metaltechnology.com
RAICO UK
01329 848175
www.raico.eu
Reynaers
0121 421 1999
www.reynaers.com
Schueco UK
01908 282111
www.schueco.co.uk
Senior Architectural Systems
01709 772600
www.seniorarchitectural.co.uk
Smart Architectural Aluminium
01934 876100
www.smartsystems.co.uk

Ensinger Building Products
01443 678400
www.insulbar.com
Technoform Insulation Solutions
UK
01789 761323
www.technoform.com
Watkiss Thermalbreak
01335 344450
www.watkissthermalbreak.co.uk

Exlabesa

01302 762500
www.exlabesa.co.uk
HUECK UK
01905 677480
www.hueck.com
Hydro Building Systems UK
01684 853500
www.hydroextrusions.com
iKON Aluminium Systems
0121 789 9936
www.ikonaluminium.com
Jack Aluminium Systems
024 7646 7449
www.jackaluminium.co.uk
Kawneer UK
01928 502500
www.kawneer.com
Kestrel Aluminium Systems
0121 333 3575
www.kestrelaluminium.co.uk

Testing & Certification

BSI Assurance UK
0345 086 9001
www.bsigroup.com
Element
01902 722122
www.element.com
ULTelford UK Ltd
01952 586580
www.wintechtesting.com
VINCITechnology Centre UK
01525 859050
www.technology-centre.co.uk

Weatherproofing
Adshead Ratcliffe & Co
01773 826661
www.arbo.co.uk
Hodgson Sealants (Holdings)
01482 868321
www.hodgsonsealants.com
Reddiplex
01905 795432
www.reddiplex.com
SealEco
01698 802250
www.sealeco.com
Sherwin-Williams Diversified
Brands
01752 202060
www.geocel.co.uk

CAB is the essential trade body for the Aluminium in Building
sector. For further information on membership benefits
including the extensive range of free seminars on contractual
awareness, H & S and specialist technical and marketing
topics, please contact Jessica Dean on 01453 828851 or email
jessica.dean@c-a-b.org.uk

Alternatively go to
www.c-a-b.org.uk/about-cab/why-join
where an application form can also be downloaded.
Council for Aluminium in Building, Bank House, Bond’s Mill, Stonehouse, Glos GL10 3RF
Tel: 01453 828851 Web: www.c-a-b.org.uk
Design & Layour Copyright © Profinder Magazines Ltd 2020

Introducing the ultimate marketing blueprint.
Only from Purplex - the PR, digital and
creative agency for ambitious companies.
Discover why more companies choose Purplex as their marketing
and digital partner. Book a Zoom call, telephone 01934 808 132,
email grow@purplexmarketing.com
or visit purplexmarketing.com

Scan here to book your
free Zoom marketing
consultation

TIMBERLOOK IS A MODERN UPVC SYSTEM THAT REPLICATES HERITAGE DESIGNS
HAND-CRAFTED FOR CHARACTER AND CONSERVATION PROJECTS, BUT WITH A MINIMAL
AND UNDERSTATED APPEARANCE THAT IS JUST AS IDEAL FOR CONTEMPORARY PROPERTIES

NO UNSIGHTLY
TRICKLE VENTS

DEEP BOTTOM RAIL
OPTION AVAILABLE
OUR NEW 28-PAGE

BROCHURE WILL DO ALL
THE SELLING FOR YOU!

CALL US ON

01253 888222
TO GET YOUR
SHOWROOM
SAMPLES

PAS24 CERTIFIED

|

SPECIFY TO DOCUMENT Q

|

ON-SITE GLAZING | 70MM FRAME

Accepted as a variation on Condition
11, they are considered to successfully
mimic traditional ﬂush casements, and
care has been taken over details such
as the cill and trickle ventilation…
Heritage Oﬃcer, Cotswold Council

THE BEST INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL
DESIGN AVAILABLE IN A FLUSH SASH

MORTISE & TENON LOOKS | CHOICE OF COLOURS & WOODGRAINS | MATCHING FLUSH DOOR
TIMBERLOOK is the Flush Sash system from Aﬀordable Windows. It boasts an authentic square mortise and tenon looking
fabrication for both the sash and outerframe - with none of the diagonal mitred joints that normally identify uPVC windows.
Featuring a night latch as standard, and with unique design options like a deep bottom rail, traditional cill details, and
concealed trickle ventilation - TIMBERLOOK windows are virtually identical to the most expensive wooden windows.

CONCEALED TRICKLE VENTILATION | 60MM SASH SIZE | SLIM ASTRAGAL ‘COTTAGE’ BAR

AFFORDABLE WINDOWS

TIMBERLOOK

FLUSH SASH
HERITAGE WINDOW

For more information, contact PHIL MYERS

01253 888222 / 07817 816663
sales@timberlook.com

